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Introduction
Electromyography (EMG) could be a technique for evaluating and 

recording the electrical activity made by skeletal muscles. EMG is 
performed exploitation associate instrument referred to as associate 
diagnostic procedure to provide a record referred to as associate my 
gram. Associate diagnostic procedure detects the electrical potential 
generated by muscle cells once these cells area unit electrically or 
neurologically activated. The signals may be analyzed to notice 
abnormalities, activation level, or enlisting order, or to analyses the 
biomechanics of human or animal movement. Needle EMG is 
associate electro diagnostic drugs technique normally utilized by 
neurologists. Surface EMG could be a non-medical procedure wont to 
assess muscle activation by many professionals, as well as 
physiotherapists, kinesiologists and medicine engineers. In computing, 
EMG is additionally used as middleware in gesture recognition 
towards permitting the input of physical action to a pc as a style of 
human-computer interaction.

The simplest approach could be a monopole needle conductor. this 
could be a fine wire inserted into a muscle with a surface conductor as 
a reference; or 2 fine wires inserted into muscle documented to every 
different. Most ordinarily fine wire recordings area unit for analysis or 
physiology studies. Slightly a lot of complicated in style is that the 
concentric needle conductor. These needles have a fine wire, 
embedded in a very layer of insulation that fills the barrel of a needle, 
that has associate exposed shaft, and therefore the shaft is the 
reference conductor. The exposed tip of the fine wire is the active 
conductor. As results of this configuration, signals tend to be smaller 
once recorded from a concentric conductor than once recorded from a 
monopole conductor and that they area unit a lot of immune to 
electrical artifacts from tissue and measurements tend to be somewhat 
a lot of reliable. However, as a result of the shaft is exposed

throughout its length, superficial muscle activity will contaminate the
recording of deeper muscles. Single fibre EMG needle electrodes area
unit designed to possess terribly little recording areas, and permit for
the discharges of individual muscle fibers to be discriminated.

Diagnostic monopole EMG electrodes area unit usually insulated
and stiff enough to penetrate skin, with solely the tip exposed
employing a surface conductor for reference. Needles for injecting
therapeutic neurosis or phenol area unit usually monopole electrodes
that use a surface reference, during this case, however, the metal shaft
of a needle, insulated so solely the tip is exposed, is employed each to
record signals and to inject.

EMG may also be used for indicating the quantity of fatigue in a
very muscle. The subsequent changes within the EMG signal will
signify muscle fatigue: a rise within the mean definite quantity of the
signal, increase within the amplitude associated length of the muscle
impulse and an overall shift to lower frequencies. Watching the
changes of various frequency changes the foremost common method
of exploitation EMG to see levels of fatigue. The lower conductivity
velocities change the slower motor neurons to stay active.

Patients with oedema or patients in danger for oedema area unit
habitually cautioned to avoid transcutaneous procedures within the
affected extremity, specifically puncture, to forestall development or
worsening of oedema or inflammation. Despite the potential risk, the
proof for such complications after puncture is restricted. No revealed
reports exist of inflammation, infection, or different complications
associated with EMG performed within the setting of oedema or
previous lymphatic tissue dissection. However, given the unknown
risk of inflammation in patients with oedema, affordable caution ought
to be exercised in playing needle examinations in lymph edematous
regions to avoid complications. In patients with gross hydro’s and taut
skin, skin puncture by needle electrodes could end in chronic weeping
of body fluid. EMG signals area unit basically created of
superimposed motor unit action potentials (MUAPs) from many motor
units. For an intensive analysis, the measured EMG signals may be
rotten into their constituent MUAPs. MUAPs from totally different
completely different} motor units tend to possess different
characteristic shapes, whereas MUAPs recorded by identical
conductor from identical motor unit area unit usually similar. Notably
MUAP size and form depend upon wherever the conductor is found
with reference to the fibers so will seem to show a discrepancy if the
conductor moves position. EMG decomposition is non-trivial, though
several ways are planned.

The potential microorganism media of such body fluid and
therefore the violation of skin integrity could increase the danger of
inflammation. Before continuing, the medico ought to weigh the
potential risks of playing the study with the requirement to get the
knowledge gained.
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